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Eastern Escarpment (Mount Cotton) and Karingal Scouts

By mid 2021 Eastern Escarpment will be transformed from a 
Conservation Area with 8km of basic fire road to arguably south 
east Queensland’s best MTB destination with 12km of new 
singletrack, all professionally built by Trailworx.
The best parking is at Gate 2 opposite Schoeck Road which links 
through to Ford Road and Daisy Hill. Gate 5 (called the ‘green box’) 
has a few spots while at Gate 6 the parking on the opposite side of 
the roundabout is the closest access to the downhill trails. 
Westy’s downhill used to be accessed via the steep Summit 
Track, now Escalade (1.2km) provides an easier climb. After riding 
Westy’s, Rise Over Run (925m) completes the loop back to the 
Gate 6 trail hub.
Leo Lands is named for Leo Newlands, the planning officer 
responsible for expanding and enhancing MTB trails throughout 
Redland, including Eastern Escarpment, Bayview, Redlands Track 
Park and Gramzow Regional Link.
For a cross country tour, jump on to Leo Lands anywhere and ride 
clockwise to Up The Creek, Lower Main Trail, Cross Cut and Cotton 
Canyon to form a 10km loop showcasing the new trails. Mostly 
undulating contour trail, there’s a climb towards the southern end.
At time of printing Metamorphic was under construction. One reason 
for this trail is to provide access to the top of the mountain within 
reserve land. When finished it will descend 150 vertical metres and 
be one of the most exhilarating, judging by Trailworx’s other trails.

At time of printing Scouts Qld were setting 
up a process for the public to book a day 
riding at Karingal. To book and pay go to: 

http://karingal.scoutsqld.com.au

Adaptive MTB riders can access the network 
through gates 2 and 5. Use fire roads to 
connect Easy Street, Cross Cut, Adapt and 
Powerful Howl which have been designed as 
aMTB singletrack.
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